Host John says:
		 ********Begin Pharaoh Mission:********
   "What the sea Grants" 
     Part 4

CO Terrance says: 
		@All: You all know what to do, we go in, shoot the Hohns 
and take control of the ship.  Questions?

TO Calma says: 
		::struggles to consciousness in his cabin::

SO Ikari says: 
		XO/CEO: So what's the next plan of action?

TO Calma says: 
		Aggh.. what happened..?

CEO Starks says: 
		::taps combadge while climbing ladder out of Engineering:: 
*FCO* Alex Nancy has the con try to raise the captain ASAP I'm on my way to thruster control to try to get us moving

XO Fowler says: 
		SO/CEO: We need to get this ship up off the ground

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		@::looks about the belly of the harvester::

CO Terrance says: 
		@::turns off combadge for fear of giving away the 
surprise::

TO Calma says:
		 ::goes over to computer terminal:: Computer, locate Captain Terrance.

TO Calma says:
		 <Computer> Captain Terrance is no longer on the ship.

CEO Starks says:
		 *XO*: already on it sir

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Are we gonna try to go after that... 'harvester'?

Host John says:
		 ACTION: OPS ZHANN SWIMS OFF, AS A WHALE SONG IS HEARD

TO Calma says:
		 Computer: Alright... Commander Fowler?

CSO Fist says: 
		@::floats into position::

CO Terrance says: 
		@Zhann: Aeryn, come back!

CO Terrance says: 
		@::halts assault::

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		@::looks for a way out::

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: We have people on that harvester, we can't leave them

CEO Starks says:
		 *CTO* try to raise the captain combadge

OPS Zhaan says: 
		CO: I will return, I sense distress.

CTO Riker says: 
		*CEO* aye

CSO Fist says: 
		@::tries to echo-locate OPS::

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: We're gonna need a lot more than just getting of the ground then.  Where do you 
want me to go first?

CO Terrance says:
		 @Zhann: Okay, we can do this without you

XO Fowler says:
		 SO: Let's get up to the bridge

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 @::finds a door to a cabin area, exits::

TO Calma says:
		 <Computer> Commander Fowler is approaching the bridge.

SO Ikari says:
		 ::nods and follows XO::

CO Terrance says: 
		@AT: Okay people, on three...

CO Terrance says: 
		@::grabs door::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Heads towards the Jeffrey’s tube that leads to the bridge::

TO Calma says: 
		Great. Unlock my door.

CO Terrance says: 
		@AT: Three!!!!!!!

CEO Starks says: 
		*Zimmerman*: Zimm bring the warp core online watch the coolant levels I'll have 
thrusters online in 2 minutes. 

CTO Riker says: 
		computer: locate captain Terrance

TO Calma says: 
		<Computer> ::beeps in acknowledgement, Forcefield can be heard shutting down::

CO Terrance says: 
		@::open's door and jumps into the cabin, raising rifle at the Hohn crewmen::

TO Calma says:
		 ::jogs to door and is hit by the light::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Climbs out of the tube to see panels and stations in various states of repair::

TO Calma says: 
		Gah!! Dammit! I forgot! ::collapses in pain temporarily::

CSO Fist says: 
		@::enters low::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		*CEO* Aye, sir.  The levels are low enough as they are without us boiling them off.

TO Calma says:
		 ::gets up, wincing in pain from the light again::

CTO Riker says: 
		*CO* Riker to captain  please answer

CO Terrance says:
		 @::fires at first Hohn::

TO Calma says:
		 ::starts heading for the bridge, visibly in pain::

SO Ikari says: 
		::arrives on bridge::

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		::hears the sound of a firefight.. heads towards it::

CEO Starks says:
		 *ZIMM* Ok Chief I've got thrusters on line pump the plasma flow to them

CO Terrance says: 
		@::rolls and fires at the next one::

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE HOHN FALLS AS WARNING KLAXONS SOUND

CEO Starks says: 
		*XO* we have propulsion sir!

TO Calma says: 
		::reaches the bridge and stumbles in, visibly changed. Hair is far lighter, eyes redder 
and skin quite darker::

Malna Female says:
		 @ :: follows CO Terrance ::

TO Calma says:
		 SO: Where's Nancy? ::wincing::

CTO Riker says: 
		*CEO* nothing

CSO Fist says: 
		@::lays down cover fire::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::walks over to OPS station:: *CEO*: Jimmy, how are the shields?

XO Fowler says: 
		::Moves to the closest crewman:: Crew Man: How are repairs going?

CO Terrance says: 
		@Female: Stay down, out of sight and you'll be fine!

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::looks skeptical:: *CEO* Engaging plasma pumps....now. ::stabs a console button::

TO Calma says: 
		SO: And better yet, what's going on?

XO Fowler says: 
		*CEO*: Great! Then lets see about getting up in the air

CEO Starks says:
		 ::enters engineering::

CO Terrance says: 
		@::looks around for other targets::

CEO Starks says: 
		*SO* shields? man your asking alot let me get back to you..

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		@::enters on combat scene:: All: A weapon! Somebody get me a weapon!

TO Calma says: 
		CTO: Tim? You know anything?

SO Ikari says: 
		*CEO*: Right  ::looks over to TO::

CO Terrance says: 
		@::tosses Gardiner a phaser::

CEO Starks says: 
		*XO* we have impulse ready as soon as we hit non atmosphere thrusters online 
78%

CTO Riker says: 
		TO: nope  I’m as confused as you. 

CO Terrance says: 
		@::fires at another Hohn::

TO Calma says: 
		CTO: Beautiful.

XO Fowler says: 
		TO: You ok?

CSO Fist says:
		 @::moves to cover the exits::

Malna Female says: 
		@ :: fires at a Hohn ::

TO Calma says: 
		XO: I hope so. ::winces again from the light::

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE HOHNS BEGIN RETURNING FIRE

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 ::fires phaser a little clumsily but with vigor::

SO Ikari says: 
		TO: Basically, we've got an AT on an enemy ship, we need to get them back.  We 
have minimal power

CO Terrance says: 
		@::fires phaser again::

Malna Female says: 
		@ :: finds proper cover and fires more ::

CO Terrance says: 
		@Gardiner: What's wrong Andy, lost your touch?

TO Calma says:
		 ::mumbles 'Elbereth':: SO: Perfect. Need me for anything?

Malna Female says: 
		@ CO: Cover me!

XO Fowler says:
		 *CEO* Jimmy, how are the SRS? And the LRS

CEO Starks says: 
		::rips a panel off energy distribution console and starts pulling out wires and ODN 
relays..::

CO Terrance says: 
		@Female: Go!

CO Terrance says: 
		@::fires::

Malna Female says: 
		@ :: Blasts her way to the control panel ::

CEO Starks says: 
		::with wires in mouth:: *XO* we have SRS online but no LRS

CTO Riker says: 
		*CEO* bridge to ENG what kind of power do we have  

SO Ikari says: 
		TO: We may need shields, but I don't think we're aiming for a fire-fight.

CSO Fist says: 
		@Hohn: Take that! ::fires::

Malna Female says:
		 @ All: We're clear to here :: punches codes into control panel ::

TO Calma says:
		SO: Alright, I'll get to work on it. ::runs off the bridge for the sensor arrays, still 
wincing::

XO Fowler says:
		 *CEO* Keep up the good work. But try to get the LRS online soon. I want to know 
what is out there

CEO Starks says:
		 ::starts re wiring the ODN relays various sparks erupt::

Capt. Gardiner says:
		@ ::sets up a crossfire for Terrance::

Host John says: 
		ACTION: BLAST DOORS LOWER, SEALING THE HOHN SECURITY OUT

Malna Female says: 
		@ :: Hears a door close ::

CO Terrance says:
		 @Female: Try and contact Pharaoh, tell them we are on the harvester and are 
securing it!

Malna Female says: 
		@ :: attempts to open a communication channel to the Pharaoh ::

CO Terrance says: 
		@Female: Once the doors are sealed, flood all other decks with anesthasine gas!

TO Calma says:
		 ::realizes he's heading for the wrong place, redirects for the shield arrays::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Moves over to a working panel and releases comm from security link::

CPO Zimmerman says: 
		*CEO* Sir, the plasma is hot, we might superheat if we lose engine balance.

CSO Fist says:
		 @::moves to a panel trying to gain control of the ship::

CO Terrance says: 
		@::reactivates combadge::

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Can you cover OPS, Ike?

CEO Starks says:
		 *bridge*: we have partial main power shields at 50% no phasers emergency 
transporters only quantum torps available with manual fire only no target locks, and we're wires really thin down here so watch them bumps!!

CO Terrance says: 
		@*Pharaoh*: This is Captain Terrance, we've taken control of the pumping center on 
the Harvester

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Will do ma'am.

Malna Female says:
		 @ :: steps to another panel to check the chemical compounds to be found here for 
anesthasine ::

TO Calma says: 
		::opens a Jeffrey’s tube with probably too much force and crawls in:: Computer, dim 
lights in Jeffrey’s tubes.

CEO Starks says: 
		ZIMM: then we better get real good at balancing them 

 CPO Zimmerman says:
		::sniffs and thinks "I was balancing engines while you were in diapers, mister.::

SO Ikari says: 
		::sits at OPS:: XO: opening channel to source of that last communication

XO Fowler says: 
		*CEO*: Anything’s better than nothing, Jimmy. ::Smiles to herself::

Malna Female says: 
		@ CO: I'm unable to find communications capabilities.

TO Calma says:
		::crawls through Jeffrey’s tubes to shield and deflector arrays::

Malna Female says: 
		@ :: checks more areas of the computer for information about chemicals ::

CO Terrance says: 
		@Female: I just hope my Combadge gets through this

CPO Zimmerman says:
		 *CEO* I'm on it, sir.

Malna Female says: 
		@ CO: No anesthesine onboard, no capabilities for replication...

CSO Fist says: 
		@::tries to release ballast::

XO Fowler says: 
		*CEO*: Jimmy, are you ready down there? I may have to take off quickly

CEO Starks says:
		 ZIMM: you have engineering I'll be on the bridge trying to keep this power allocation 
Holding.
 
CO Terrance says: 
		@Female: What about flooding other decks with seawater?

CEO Starks says: 
		*XO* she's ready sir!

CO Terrance says: 
		@*Pharaoh*: Pharaoh, come in? ::slaps combadge::

Host John says:
		ACTION: A BROKEN COMMUNICATION IS HEARD ON THE PHARAOH 
BRIDGE

CEO Starks says: 
		:climbs out of engineering::

Malna Female says: 
		@ :: Raises an eyebrow and continues working at the console ::

SO Ikari says: 
		::looks over to XO::  XO: I'm working on cleaning up that message

CEO Starks says: 
		::walks onto bridge sits at engineering station::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Moves over to the FCO station and sits:: *COM* All: This is the XO. We are about to 
go after the Hohn ship

CSO Fist says: 
		@::closing open valves, opening closed valves, and reversing pump directions 
randomly::

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE SOUND OF LASER TORCHES CAN BE HEARD BEHIND THE 
BULKHEAD

TO Calma says:
		 ::taps comm badge:: *XO*: It doesn't look to bad in here.. just a lack of power. I'm 
going down to engineering to work on the distribution. Calma out.

SO Ikari says:
		 ::attempts to triangulate origin of message::

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Do what you can, Ike. And hold on

TO Calma says: 
		::begins crawling to engineering in comfortable darkness::

CO Terrance says: 
		@AT: Okay, that doesn't sound good.  Suggestions people and we need them fast!

CPO Zimmerman says:
*CEO* ::makes a few adjustments:: Sir, I'm attempting to use the heat dissipation sinks for the shields to cool the warp plasma.

XO Fowler says: 
		*TO*: Do what you can. Let me know when you get to engineering

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		@::looks at Terrance:: It's good to be an officer again.

CEO Starks says:
		 *ZIMM* good idea that's why your the chief when we hit non atmosphere cut all 
thruster power and pump it straight to the impulse engines.

Malna Female says:
		 @ CO: I've found a way to flood the lowest deck of this ship.  

TO Calma says:
		 ::bursts through a semi-blocked entrance at engineering, losing balance from light 
again disrupting his perception:: *CEO*: Jimmy, what can I.. whoa.. do?

CSO Fist says: 
		@::opening airlocks, attempting to flood compartments:: CO: We should just sink this 
hunk o'

CO Terrance says: 
		@Female \ CSO: Do it!

XO Fowler says: 
		::Runs checks  on the FCO station. Many come back green, a few red::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		*CEO* Acknowledged.

Malna Female says: 
		@ CO: Unfortunately, that's the level we're on right now.

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: it'll do commander let's fly!

XO Fowler says: 
		*COM* All: Hold on and lets get this bird back in the air

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: any word from the captain?

TO Calma says:
		 ::runs over to power distribution console, begins trying to allocate power to the 
shields::

TO Calma says: 
		*XO*: I've made it to Engineering.

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: If we can get a little more power to the comm channels, we may get word

XO Fowler says: 
		::Runs fingers over the board. Ship begins to move.::

XO Fowler says: 
		*TO* : Good. Help Jimmy wherever he needs you

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::glances over shoulder and sees TO::

CEO Starks says:
* TO*: hold on the shield power till we need them right now we need communications see what you can do

TO Calma says: 
		*XO*: Aye.

TO Calma says: 
		*CEO*: Alright

CO Terrance says:
		 @Female: Flood it!

TO Calma says: 
		::begins trying to allocate power to the communications array::

Malna Female says: 
		@ CO: We need to find the hatch, and the way up! 

XO Fowler says:
		 SO: Anything on the comm?

Host John says:
		 ACTION: THE WALL BEGINS TO GLOW RED AS THE HOHNS TRY TO 
ENTER

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: what's the plan sir? 

TO Calma says:
		 ::instates an effective red-alert - shuts down all non-essential system::

Malna Female says: 
		@ :: Begins the process for flooding the ship's lower deck ::

CO Terrance says: 
		@Female: Flood it now or those Hohns will be in here and killing us!

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Nothing ma'am.

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: ...if we get to extremely close range we can use the emergency transporter

TO Calma says:
		 ::allocates power boost to communications::

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		@::a quiet beep comes from the phaser as he increases the setting::

Malna Female says: 
		@ CO: We're running out of time, it's all set, now let's get moving

XO Fowler says:
		 *CEO*: Once we get up, I need a scan of that Hohn ship. We need to find our people

CO Terrance says: 
		@AT: Once they're dead, we open the door and go to the bridge

CO Terrance says:
		 @AT: Let's go!

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Assuming the captain and the others are still wearing comm badges, I may be 
able to tap into their frequency with a separate channel.

Malna Female says: 
		@ :: Follows behind Terrance this time ::

TO Calma says: 
		*XO*: I've put as much power as I can to communications. It's slapped together, but it 
should be okay.

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Do it, Ike. I trust you

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Get the extra power from anywhere. We need to work with the CO

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: Not to sound negative but if those warships are still in orbit we're in trouble

SO Ikari says:
		 ::grins at Nancy:: XO: Thank you ma'am.  ::enters in badge frequency and tries to 
punch it through::

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE C.O.’S COMM BADGE CHIRPS

CO Terrance says:
		 @::activates badge::

CTO Riker says:
		 :: gets  a security team  ready ::

CO Terrance says: 
		@*Pharaoh*: Terrance here!

XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: I'm open for any suggestions, Jimmy. What do you have in mind?

CPO Zimmerman says: 
		*CEO* Plasma is cooled enough for flight.  Let's get her up.

TO Calma says:
		 ::hears the comm working and claps hands:: Alright! It worked!

CEO Starks says: *
		ZIMM* thanks chief!

Host John says: 
		ACTION: WATER BEGINS FILLING THE ENGINEERING DECK OF THE 
TANKER

SO Ikari says: 
		COMM: Badges: Is anyone there?  This is the Pharaoh.

CSO Fist says: 
		@::finds an axe and grabs it::

CO Terrance says: 
		@*Pharaoh*: This is Terrance, I hear you Mr Ikari.  What is your status?

XO Fowler says:
		 ::The ship shakes and rattles. A few groans are heard::

TO Calma says: 
		*CEO*: Need anything now? ::winces from two burning hands hitting each other::

Host John says:
		 ACTION: THE PHARAOH SLOWLY LIFTS OFF THE BEACH

CPO Zimmerman says: 
		::taps another panel:: *CEO* emergency forcefields are currently in place at all hull 
breaches.  They won't take a pounding, though.

XO Fowler says: 
		Self: Yes!

CSO Fist says: 
		@::strikes at water main attempting to speed up the flooding process::

CEO Starks says:
		 *ZIMM* nothing else will either

SO Ikari says: 
		*CO*: We're attempting to come to the Hohn ship sir.  Is that still your location?  
::motions the XO to the OPS station::

CO Terrance says: 
		@AT; There’s our hatch, Andy, phaser it open!

CO Terrance says:
		 @*Pharaoh*: We're in the pump room of the Hohn Harvester.  Can you get a 
transporter lock on us to beam us to the Hohn bridge?

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: I've got the captain on a channel ma'am.

XO Fowler says: 
		::Looks over to the SO:: SO: Be there in a minute Ike

CEO Starks says: 
		*CAPTAIN* : we're flying but barely. the XO is here. what are your orders sir?

XO Fowler says:
		 SO: Update the CO

Host John says 
		ACTION: THE SUPER-HEATED WALL HISSES AND BOILS THE 
WATER, HOHN SCREAMS CAN BE HEARD FROM THE OTHER SIDE.
 
CO Terrance says: 
		@::hears the screams but doesn't acknowledge them::

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: What's transport status Jimmy?

CO Terrance says: 
		@ * Pharaoh *: I say again, what is transporter status?

CEO Starks says: 
		::turns to Ikari:: SO: we have very short range only

XO Fowler says:
		 CEO: See what you can find on the scanners. Short range will work, but LRS would 
be even better ::Smiles at Jimmy::

SO Ikari says:
		 *CO*: We need to be closer to initiate transport

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 ::looks at the water pooling at his feet and listens to the Hohns noisily dying::

SO Ikari says: 
		*CEO*: How short?

TO Calma says: 
		::tries to boost a little power to the transporter grid to extend range::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::mumbles:: Never enough is it, I get us in the air and she wants more. I know what 
Zimm feels like

CO Terrance says: 
		@*SO*: We're only about fifty kilometers away!

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: only a couple of klicks

CO Terrance says:
		 @::climbs up the ladder hatch::

Host John says: 
		ACTION: AS ENGINEERING FLOODS, HARVESTER SYSTEMS BEGIN 
TO GO OFF-LINE

SO Ikari says: 
		*CO*: Transporters are up, but at extremely short range sir.

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Flies the ship closer to the Hohn ship:: CEO: Anything on sensors?

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: Okay I've got the sensors extended we have the harvester on screen it's 
climbing reaching orbit .

Malna Female says: 
		@ :: scales the ladder, easily passing by the Captain ::

TO Calma says:
		 *SO*: Check that, I'm boosting power..

CO Terrance says: 
		@::sees the Malna go::

TO Calma says: 
		::gets some more power to the transporter grid::

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Tell the CO that we need to catch up to them. What is their status?

CPO Zimmerman says:
		 ::coaxes the ship:: All: Come on girl.  Let's get it together.

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: SIR! the harvester is having massive system failures

XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: Thanks, Jimmy

SO Ikari says:
		 ::nods:: *CO*: Sir, we need your status.

XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: What kind of failures, does the AT know about them?

Malna Female says: 
		@ :: Reaches the next level and opens the hatch, firing her weapon as she emerges 
::

TO Calma says:
		 *CEO*: Jimmy, do we have weapons online?

CO Terrance says: 
		@::feels the ship start to lose altitude::

CO Terrance says: 
		@AT: We're going down!

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: I don't know I have a feeling the captain might be causing them...knowing him

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Braces herself thinking what would Jakob do about now?::

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: I don't suppose we have the tractor beam online...?

TO Calma says:
		 ::transfers all available power to the tractor beam::

CEO Starks says: 
		*TO*: no phasers but quantum’s are on line manual launch only

CO Terrance says: 
		@*Pharaoh*: Emergency beam out, everyone apart from me.   NOW!

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: There going down!! headed right for us!

TO Calma says: 
		*CEO*: Dammit!

XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: Knowing Andrew.....::Trails off with a knowing smile::

CO Terrance says: 
		@::climbs up behind female Malna::

Malna Female says: 
		@ :: Kills as many Hohns as she can ::

CO Terrance says: 
		@::starts firing::

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		::looks to protest:: CO: I'm staying.  They've taken my crew as well as the Malna.

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: bring us up to 2 kilometers I'll beam them off!

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: walk in the park...

SO Ikari says: 
		*CO*: We're trying sir!

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 ::fires phaser::

XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: You got it Jimmy

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE HARVERTER SLOWLY DESCENDS TO SEA LEVEL

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Brings the ship up to the Hohn.:: CEO:: 4, 3, ..

CO Terrance says: 
		@Gardiner: Andy, this is my call.  You have Johanna to go back to.  She's pregnant!

XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: @ Do it now!

Malna Female says: 
		@ :: Blasts her way to another control panel ::

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		@::looks stunned:: CO: Pregnant?

CEO Starks says:
		 ::engages emergency transporters on the life forms around the CO com signal::

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: energizing!

CO Terrance says: 
		@Gardiner: No time now, it's yours, she is pregnant and you have to go!

XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: Beam them to the bridge

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		@::stands stock still::

CO Terrance says: 
		@::runs forward to the release controls of the ship's bay.  ::tosses combadge to the 
floor::

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE TANKER BEGINS TO SINK

Malna Female says: 
		@ CO: I've got to reverse the pumps ::

XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: Jimmy?

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: I lost the com badge No transport!!

TO Calma says: 
		::tries to get a tractor fix on the harvester to keep them out of the water::

CO Terrance says: 
		@Female: GO, I have it!

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: there in the water going under

SO Ikari says: 
		*CEO*: I'll try to boost the signal for you. ::attempts to do so::

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		@::follows Terrance::

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE TRANSPORTER LOCK FALTERS, THE AT STAY PUT...

Malna Female says:
		 @ :: Sets pumps to reverse and initializes ::

CO Terrance says: 
		@Gardener: Get off this ship now!

Malna Female says:
		 @ CO: It is done

XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: Get our crew first. Then the rest

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: no good the combadge isn't on a life form it must have been thrown free

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Transport was unsuccessful ma'am.

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		@CO: No, you can't die for my people.

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: We could try Daven's...?

TO Calma says: 
		*XO*: That transport looks like it failed, mind if I take the power from it?

CEO Starks says: 
		*TO*: we're going to try again

CO Terrance says: 
		@Gardiner: And I'm not going back to deliver that message to Johanna!

TO Calma says: 
		*CEO*: I'm trying to keep them outta the water..

XO Fowler says: 
		*TO*: We need it for another try. Take what Ike used

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: try Daven’s I'll lock on to any humanoid life signs try to combine the signals!

TO Calma says:
		 ::visibly annoyed his idea got shot down::

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		@CO: Andy, we'll go back together.. like the old days and laugh about this over a 
pint.

CSO Fist says: 
		@CO/Gardiner: gentlemen! We don't have time for this!

TO Calma says: 
		*XO*: ::hesitantly:: Aye.. ::removes power from the tractor, boosting the transporter 
grid power::

CO Terrance says: 
		@CSO: Get Captain Gardiner and that Female off this ship now!

SO Ikari says: 
		::enters info:: CEO: Go ahead and try again.

CO Terrance says:
		 @::starts working on releasing the creatures::

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: trying to narrow the transporter beam. energizing 4 life forms now!

XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: To the bridge.

SO Ikari says:
		 XO/CEO: Four?

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE WATER BEGINS TO DRAIN FROM THE TANKER HOLD, 
SETTING FREE THE VARIOUS LIFE FORMS.

Malna Female says: 
		@ CO: It's this way to the hold, follow me

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		@::joins Terrance:: CO: The Malna know no rank....

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Try to find out who we have

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: no good switching to circuit B

TO Calma says:
		 ::has a particularly nasty thought, but tries to shut it out of his mind, but stops working 
for a few seconds::

CSO Fist says: 
		@CO: Aye, sir. But I suggest we sink this tub and get out!

CO Terrance says: 
		@Gardiner: Let's go!

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: Got them!! two of ours and two more!

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		@::nods::

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE AT ARE IMMOBILIZED IN A TRANSPORTER BEAM

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: transporting to the bridge!

TO Calma says:
Speak about CEO: You think you're sooo good, just because your plan worked?! ::very cutting tone::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::turns chair to see transport onto bridge::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		 ::looks over at the TO::

XO Fowler says: 
		All: Lets see who we have

TO Calma says: 
		CPO: Don't even look at me like that!

SO Ikari says: 
		::stands up out of chair::

CSO Fist says: 
		@::frozen in pattern buffer::

TO Calma says: 
		::fires a quantum torpedo at the Hohn ship in fury::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Notices the torp. on screen:: All: Who fired that?!

Host John says:
		 ACTION THE TORPEDO SLITS THE SHIP IN TWO HALVES THAT 
QUICKLY SINK

TO Calma says:
		 ::sees the Hohn ship explode in a massive fireball and smirks::

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: we fired??

SO Ikari says: 
		::taps console:: XO: Manually fired from Main Engineering ma'am

CPO Zimmerman says: 
		TO: Sir, there was no order to fire....

TO Calma says: 
		CPO: I was pissed off, alright?!!

SO Ikari says:
		 CEO: Who's down there???

XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: It looks like we fired on the Hohn ship. CTO: Find out who did that

CPO Zimmerman says: 
		TO: Aye, sir ::trails off::

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: switching transporter circuits back to A materializing on to the main bridge...now

TO Calma says:
		 CPO: Don't even.. ughh

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE PHARAOH TRANSPORTERS GRAP TWO HOHN 
SURVIVORS.
TO Calma says:
		 ::turns back to console::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		 ::looks concerned and moves toward TO::TO: Sir, are you alright?

TO Calma says: 
		::throws a wild shot at the CPO:: CPO: Leave me ALONE!

SO Ikari says: 
		*Main Eng*: Who fired that torpedo?

CEO Starks says:
		 :: turn sot console:: SO: scan for the captain and the others!

CSO Fist says:
		 ::finds self on bridge and moves to station::

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO/XO: Using SRS to scan for survivors

CPO Zimmerman says: 
		jumps back and taps com badge:: *SO*: Sir, Ensign Calma fire the torpedo from the 
auxiliary control.

CO Terrance says: 
		::looks around::

CO Terrance says:
		 XO: Report, now!

TO Calma says:
		 ::shouts in rage and runs at the CPO::

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: captain! we thought we lost you!

CO Terrance says:
		 XO: Who fired that torpedo?

SO Ikari says: 
		*Zimm*: Acknowledged.

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::braces for impact::

TO Calma says:
		 ::tackles Zimmerman and starts trying to punch him in the face::

Malna Female says:
		 :: the blue skinned beauty arrives, dressed as a warrior, on the bridge of the 
Pharaoh ::

SO Ikari says:
		 CSO: Good to see you sir, but maybe you got bumped on the head a little two hard.  
He's right here sir.

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: We have fired a torp, but it is still unknown who did it. We also have survivors on 
board. Where are you sir?

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::tries to defend himself against the stronger man::

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: transferring the 2 Hohns in the buffer to the brig

SO Ikari says:
		 XO/CO: It was Ensign Calma according to the CPO

TO Calma says: 
		::drops a fist straight down with utter rage and hot skin::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::blocks several blows but takes more in the face::

Malna Female says:
		 All:  I must be returned to that ship!

CO Terrance says:
		 ::smiles a little::  XO: Nancy, after this, we're going to have a long talk about 
Command protocols.  ::turns serious:: Where was the shot fired from?

CEO Starks says:
		 *ZIMM*  Chief respond!

CO Terrance says: 
		Female: Why?

TO Calma says: 
		::swings a backhanded fist towards the CPO's right cheek::

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: I'll be in engineering get some security down there our TO launched that 
Torpedo

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Calma? 

CPO Zimmerman says:
		manages to grab TO and toss him off with a judo throw::

TO Calma says:
		::grabs his phaser and fires at Starks::

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: Sir, permission to get to engineering?

CO Terrance says:
		 ::hears CEO and says:: XO: Nancy, you have the bridge, I'm going down there!


CEO Starks says:
		 ::enters upper level of engineering and ducks a phaser blast::

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Unconfirmed, but I would tend to trust Zimmerman.


CPO Zimmerman says:
		::stumbles to feet::

TO Calma says:
		 ::flies through the air but lands on his feet. gets a really weird look on his face and 
throws the CPO, psionically, ten feet::

SO Ikari says:
		 *CTO*: We've got a security problem in main engineering, Riker

XO Fowler says:
		 CO: Aye. Here ::Hands him a phaser::

Host John says:
		 ACTION: A HOHN FIGHTER STREAKS FROM THE SKY FIRING 
PHASERS AT THE PHARAOH.

TO Calma says:
		 ::fires again at the CEO::

CO Terrance says: 
		::runs to the TL for ME::

CEO Starks says: 
		*COMM* all hands phaser fire in engineering!

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::hits like a rag doll against a bulkhead and falls inert to the floor::

XO Fowler says:
		 Bridge all: Hold on. We're getting fired at

CSO Fist says: 
		::looks at CTO::

CEO Starks says: 
		TO: what are you doing??

CO Terrance says: 
		::goes into Main Engineering::

CEO Starks says: 
		::reaches to console and seals engineering::

SO Ikari says: 
		::Bringing up SRS attempting to find out where that fire came from::

TO Calma says:
		 CEO: You think you're so good just because YOUR plan got taken and MINE got 
SHOT DOWN?!!!

CO Terrance says:
		 All: What is going on HERE?

CPO Zimmerman says:
		moans::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Flies to avoid the Hohn ships shots::

CO Terrance says: 
		TO: Stand down NOW MISTER!

CEO Starks says: 
		::doors seal after the co join CEO in upper level::

TO Calma says: 
		CO: Make me!

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: We can't take a dog-fight ma'am.

CO Terrance says:
		 *Bridge* : Open comm and tell em we have prisoners!

CEO Starks says:
		 CO: sorry about this sir. but he's armed hold your breath

TO Calma says:
		 ::jumps at the CEO::

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: We need to avoid them if we can

CO Terrance says: 
		TO: Mr Calma, I've just been through Hell, now either you stand down or I will shoot 
you where you stand!

CEO Starks says:
		 ::taps panel and tries to pump gas into engineering right before I'm tackled::

CTO Riker says: 
		*TO*: not to smart ensign

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: I'll pump some power into the maneuvering thrusters

CO Terrance says:
		 ::aims phaser rifle::

TO Calma says:
		 ::looks at the CO, winks and the rifle flies from his hands::

CEO Starks says: 
		:: didn't get the gas engaged before I was tackled::

CEO Starks says: 
		::wrestles with TO::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::whispers:: CO: He's crazy captain....


CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: someone shoot him!

TO Calma says: 
		::struggles with the CEO, trying to throw him off::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::throws a blow to the TO's head::

CO Terrance says: 
		::sees rifle fly from hands, but whips out type II and fires on high setting::

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE GUN FIRES AS IT LEAVES THE CO'S HAND, INJURING 
TO  CALMA BADLY.

TO Calma says:
		 ::gets nailed in the back but seems unfazed::

TO Calma says:
		 ::head butts the CEO in response::

TO Calma says: 
		::seizes up and falls unconscious::

CO Terrance says: 
		CTO: Take him to sickbay, place him under guard

SO Ikari says: 
		*CO*: Sir, we're attracting fire from a Hohn ship!

CO Terrance says: 
		*Bridge*: Have you opened a communications dialogue yet?

CEO Starks says: 
		::shakes off the hit and tries opens up engineering::

CO Terrance says: 
		*CSO*: Daven, tell them we have hostages and they are to hold their fire... or else!

CSO Fist says: 
		*CO*: Too busy trying to fly this thing, sir.

CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: You okay?

SO Ikari says: 
		*CO*: We were a little busy trying not to get torn to shreds. A good suggestion 
though sir.

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: I'll live if anyone does

CO Terrance says: 
		*SO*: Mr Ikari, you tell them then!

CTO Riker says:
		  ::fires weapons at enemy ships::

CSO Fist says: 
		::hails Hohns::

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE HOHN MAKES ANOTHER PASS

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: if we go low they'll loose us again

CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: Check out old Zimmerman, get him to sickbay.  I have to go to the bridge!

CPO Zimmerman says:
		slips into unconsciousness::

TO Calma says:
		 ::skins begins fading even darker and hair goes completely white::

CO Terrance says: 
		::Walks onto bridge::

CO Terrance says:
		 ::opens hailing frequencies::

CSO Fist says: 
		SO: Open a channel, all bands

SO Ikari says:
		 ::gets flustered:: CSO: Right, opening channel

CEO Starks says:
		 ::checks Zimm ...slaps him in the face and feels a pulse...:: aw hell, he'll live. goes to 
panel to try to get the weapons online

CTO Riker says: 
		CAPTAIN ON THE BRIDGE

CTO Riker says:
		 fires again  and again

CSO Fist says: 
		CO: Channel open, sir

CO Terrance says:
		 *Hohn*: Hohn ship.  This is Captain Andrew Terrance of the Federation starship 
Pharaoh.  We have prisoners from your harvester ship aboard and if you want to see them alive again, you will immediately stand down.  If not, I will execute one of them in one minute.  You have thirty seconds to decide!

CO Terrance says: 
		CTO: Cease fire!

CEO Starks says: 
		*CTO* you've got a partial target lock ability if you need to, launch a quantum trust 
your eyesight!

SO Ikari says:
		 CO: Still no response sir.

CO Terrance says:
		 SO: Scan our prisoners

CO Terrance says: 
		CTO: Very well then, finish off the Hohn ships!

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: What exactly am I scanning for sir?

CO Terrance says: 
		SO: I have a hunch, do a DNA scan, verify that they are Hohns!

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: Aye sir.  ::runs tricorder over the prisoners::

CTO Riker says: 
		 ::fires again destroying the enemy ::

CEO Starks says: 
		*CTO* both barrels at your disposal Riker!

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE SMALL HOHN SHIP ERUPTS IN A FIREBALL

SO Ikari says: 
		::sees ship explode::  CO: There goes diplomacy.

CO Terrance says: 
		CTO: Now I want you to interrogate our prisoners, fast!

CTO Riker says: 
		CO: aye sir 

CO Terrance says:
		 CSO: Take the ship into orbit and get us back to the Federation as fast as you can!

TO Calma says: 
		::doesn't move from his unconscious state::

CEO Starks says:
		 *CO* I suggest we retreat to the surface for repairs we have force field in place I 
suggest we submerge

SO Ikari says:
		 CO: I'll send out a distress signal as soon as we break the atmosphere sir.

CSO Fist says:
		 CO: Aye, sir.  ::engages::

CO Terrance says:
		 SO: Status of the scan of our prisoners?

CTO Riker says: 
		*CO* sir i have a few   mind probes left over from when I was working with section 
permission to use them 

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE PHARAOH FLIES OUT OF THE ATMOSHERE AND 
HEADS TO FEDERATION SPACE.

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: Analyzing the data.  Could take a little while, their internal biology is new to me.

CEO Starks says: 
		*bridge* warp speed available I can give you warp 5.8 best I'll work on more 

CO Terrance says: C
		SO: Open a hailing frequency to the Hohn fleet once we achieve orbit.  Tell them that 
we have some answers for them!

CSO Fist says: 
		CO: Open, sir.

CSO Fist says: 
		::prepares subspace data packet for SFC::

CO Terrance says:
		 CTO: Standard techniques

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: Send out that distress signal sir?

CTO Riker says:
		 *CO* I’ve tried that sir ,nothing

CO Terrance says:
		 *CTO*: Alright then

CTO Riker says:
		 :: an evil grin on his face ::

CO Terrance says: 
		CSO: How long until we reach Federation space?

SO Ikari says:
		 ::looks down at tricorder::  CO: These readings are odd sir.  They appear to be... 
Neklarian.

CTO Riker says:  
		::hooks up prisoner to device::

CO Terrance says: 
		SO: Good

Host John says: 
ACTION:  THE HOHNS ARE CAUGHT UNAWARE, THE PHARAOH STREAKS PAST THE PATROLING SHIPS.

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: You expected it sir?

CO Terrance says:
		 *Hohn fleet *: Look, we've found that the Neklarians have been trying to set you up, 
so the show is over.

CEO Starks says:
		 Crewman: Mr. Lantz keep an eye on the coolant levels Mr. Gregory make sure the 
power stays balanced I'm getting the chief to sickbay.

CO Terrance says: 
		SO: I had my suspicions

CEO Starks says: 
		::picks up Zimm by on arm and drags him out of engineering::

SO Ikari says: 
		::sits back confused, taking all the recent events in::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		stumbles after in a painful fog::

CEO Starks says: 
		ZIMM: come on chief let's get you a Band-Aid

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE 3 HOHN VESSELS SET OUT IN PURSUIT

CTO Riker says: 
		GTG

CPO Zimmerman says: 
		One of my teeth is loose.....

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: The Hohns are on a pursuit course sir.

CO Terrance says: 
		*Hohn Ships *: Oh yes and I might add.  Starfleet doesn't take kindly to other races 
impersonating neighboring races.  I know you are Neklarians and by now, I know that Starfleet knows, so you should surrender now and await the arrival of a Federation task force.  Even if you destroy us now, Starfleet will be here in hours with more ships than you can imagine!

CEO Starks says: 
		"blue shirt" Crewman: Here take the chief to sickbay

CEO Starks says:
		 ::enter bridge takes station::

CSO Fist says: 
		CO: 3 Hohn vessels in pursuit. Federation vessel ahead on LRS.  ::glares at the TAC 
staff::

Host John says: 
		ACTION: THE HOHN SEE  THE APPROACHING FED. VESSELS AND 
`	HEAR THE CO, THEN DECIDE TO FLEE.

CPO Zimmerman says:
		 CEO: I'm okay, sir.  I can make it to sick bay. ::walks off under his own power::

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: Hailing the fed vessels sir.

CO Terrance says: 
		*Hohn *: You Neklarians will rue the day you did this.  The Federation does not like 
being set up.. Look what happened to the Dominion!

CO Terrance says: 
		SO: Onscreen!

SO Ikari says: 
		::taps console and sees a Starfleet officer.  Let's out a huge breath::

Host John says: 
<Fed search vessel> COM: Pharaoh: Captain Terrance: respond we have been looking for you for two days.

CO Terrance says: 
		*Starfleet Officer *: This is the Pharaoh, we're back, and we've rescued some MIAs...

CEO Starks says:
		 ::sits back and exhales for what feels like the first time in days::

Host John says: 
		<FSV> Pharaoh: MIA's? who might that be?

CO Terrance says: 
		*SFV *: It's a long story.  We found the CO of the ARROW on our travels and he's 
here with us.  We could have used you sooner.  We also have his XO

Host John says: 
		<FSV>  Pharaoh: really?  We had given up hope! we will escort you 
back to 1138... out.

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: finally home!

CO Terrance says: 
		*SFV*: That's great.  But you should never give up hope.  I didn't.  Pharaoh out!

Host John says:
		 ********END MISSION*******
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